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Chapterr  7 

Applicationss of Three-Way Methods 

7.11 Introductio n 

Inn this Chapter,1 the results of the application of the generalized rank annihilation 

methodd (GRAM) and the generalized rank annihilation method-Levenberg-Marquardt-

parallell  factor analysis (GRAM-LM-PAR) method to dataset 1 and dataset 2 are 

presented.. Dataset 1 and dataset 2 have been described in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, 

respectively,, of Chapter 5. The theory of the three-way methods has been described in 

Sectionn 3.4 and Section 3.5 of Chapter 3. However, in this Chapter the application of 

thee three-way methods the trilinear decomposition method (TLD) and the trilinear 

decompositionn method-Levenberg-Marquardt-parallel factor analysis (TLD-LM-PAR) 

methodd are not presented. This is postponed until Chapter 8, where also a comparison 

iss made between the performance of two-way and three-way methods. 

7.22 SW-NIR data 

7.2.17.2.1 Introduction 

Inn this Section, simulations based on a two-step consecutive reaction are used to show 

thatt GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR, described in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 of 

Chapterr 3, can be applied to estimate reaction rate constants in case of extreme 

spectrall  overlap of different species involved in the reacting system. The performance 

off  both algorithms is also tested on the spectra of dataset 1 (SW-NIR data) described 

inn Section 5.2 of Chapter 5. Quality assessment of the estimated reaction rate 

constantss is performed using a jackknife based method (see Section 4.3, Chapter 4). 

'' This Chapter is based on the following papers: 

 Bijlsma S, Louwerse DJ, Windig W, Smilde AK. 'Rapid estimation of rate constants using on-line 

SW-NIRR and trilinear models'. Anal. Chim. Acta, 1998;376:339-355. 

 Bijlsma S, Louwerse DJ, Smilde AK. "Estimating rate constants and pure UV-Vis spectra of a two-step 

reactionn using trilinear models'. J. Chemometrics, 1999; 13: 311-329. 
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7.2.27.2.2 Simulation set-up 

Thee set-up of the simulations was identical to the set-up described in Section 6.2.2 of 

Chapterr 6. Simulations have been performed using GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR 

underr different simulated conditions: different amounts of peak overlap and different 

noisee levels. The true values for the reaction rate constants were always 0.30 min"! and 

0.055 min for k\ and £2, respectively. The time shift parameter 5*  was equal to 1 

spectrumm and the values of the elements in the column with constants, added to 

datamatrixx X (soft constraint), were equal to 100000. 

7.2.37.2.3 Results and discussion 

SIMULATIONS S 

Thee mean reaction rate constant estimates for k\ and ki using GRAM and 

GRAM-LM-PARR are listed in Table 11 for two different noise levels (1 % and 4%) 

andd four different situations of spectral overlap of the pure spectra of the reacting 

absorbingg species. From Table 11 the following can be observed: 

1)) A higher noise level results in a poorer precision for both k\ and kj estimates. 

2)) If the noise level is kept constant and the spectral overlap becomes stronger, a 

poorerr precision is obtained for both reaction rate constants. 

3)) If GRAM-LM-PAR is used instead of GRAM, the precision of the reaction rate 

constantt estimates is improved for both kinetic parameters. Moreover, the mean 

estimatedd values are closer to the true values. 

Iff  the noise level is increased to higher values than 4%, many individual k\ 

estimatess are equal to the corresponding individual k\ estimates. This is illustrated 

usingg the following simulations. For a fixed spectral overlap (Pmax.v- 900 nm, 

Pmax.Pmax. w = 950 nm and Pmax, y = 1000 nm) 100 SW-NIR datasets have been simulated for 

twoo different noise levels (10% and 15%). The kinetic parameters have been estimated 

usingg GRAM. For a noise level of 10% in five cases k\ equals kj. For a noise level of 

15%% in 27 cases k\ equals kj. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that if the 

noisee level is very high it is very hard to distinguish between the two exponential 

functionss e~kx' and e~kl'. If this noise effect occurs this can easily be detected from the 

CC matrix, because the first two columns will be equal and hence k\ equals £2-

Thee choice of the column with constants appeared to be very important. If the 

constantss are equal to 1 the third column of A and C (83 and C3, respectively) are not 

alwayss constant. If the column with constants is much larger than the signals present 

inn X, a3 and C3 are forced to be constant. Therefore the column with constants was 
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Tablee 11. Mean estimated k, and kz with corresponding individual standard deviations (STD's) 
forr 100 simulated sets of SW-NIR spectra using GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR (values between 
parentheses).. Pmaxj indicates the spectral position or the maximum of the pure spectrum of species 
i. i. 

**  max J

(nm) ) 

900 0 

910 0 

920 0 

930 0 

(nm) ) 

950 0 

950 0 

950 0 

950 0 

'' fttaxj' 

(nm) ) 

1000 0 

990 0 

980 0 

970 0 

Noise e 

levell  (%) 

1 1 

4 4 

1 1 

4 4 

1 1 

4 4 

1 1 

4 4 

Meann k\ 

(min"') ) 

0.2995 5 

(0.2996) ) 

0.2989 9 

(0.2995) ) 

0.2998 8 

(0.2996) ) 

0.2946 6 

(0.2951) ) 

0.2996 6 

(0.2997) ) 

0.2937 7 

(0.2948) ) 

0.2993 3 

(0.2996) ) 

0.2903 3 

(0.2941) ) 

STDA:, , 

(min') ) 

0.0030 0 

(0.0024) ) 

0.0106 6 

(0.0097) ) 

0.0030 0 

(0.0023) ) 

0.0122 2 

(0.0096) ) 

0.0030 0 

(0.0025) ) 

0.0129 9 

(0.0107) ) 

0.0042 2 

(0.0034) ) 

0.0166 6 

(0.0130) ) 

Meann k2 

(min"') ) 

0.0503 3 

(0.0503) ) 

0.0494 4 

(0.0490) ) 

0.0504 4 

(0.0504) ) 

0.0528 8 

(0.0519) ) 

0.0501 1 

(0.0501) ) 

0.0523 3 

(0.0514) ) 

0.0501 1 

(0.0500) ) 

0.0505 5 

(0.0496) ) 

SlDkSlDk2 2 

(min1) ) 

0.0029 9 

(0.0026) ) 

0.0117 7 

(0.0108) ) 

0.0030 0 

(0.0028) ) 

0.0124 4 

(0.0111) ) 

0.0032 2 

(0.0030) ) 

0.0129 9 

(0.0116) ) 

0.0039 9 

(0.0036) ) 

0.0157 7 

(0.0142) ) 

equall  to 100000 for the simulated data because the absorbances listed in matrix X are 

approximatelyy between 0 and 0.2 A.U. 

EXPERIMENTS S 

Effectt of the time shift on the reaction rate constant estimates 

Itt is very hard to decide, in advance, how large the time shift parameter has to be 

chosenn with respect to the precision of reaction rate constant estimates. If the time 

shiftt is very small, the two formed datasets (slabs) from the master dataset (matrix X ) 

aree nearly the same. Hence, in that case the exponential functions and the shifted 

exponentiall  functions are almost the same. This wil l result in a poor precision of 

reactionn rate constant estimates. If the time shift is very large, the two formed datasets 

wil ll  become too small and this wil l also result in a poor precision of reaction rate 

constantt estimates because of lack of "signals" in the matrices created. Hence, for 

everyy specific problem the optimal choice of the time shift parameter has to be 

determined.. In order to investigate the effect of different time shifts, the reaction rate 

constantss have been estimated for the eight repeated individual batch processes of 
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datasett 1 using GRAM for different time shifts. The results are listed in Table 12. The 

valuess of the column with constants added to X were equal to 1, because than the third 

columnn of loading matrix C is constant. In that case, the column with constants wil l 

dominate,, because of the small values for the second derivative difference SW-NIR 

spectraa shown in Figure 12, Section 5.2.4, Chapter 5. From Table 12 the following can 

bee observed: 

1)) A small or a large time shift results in k\ estimates which are equal to ^- This 

phenomenonn was also present in the simulations if the noise level was increased 

abovee the 4%. Probably, it is very hard to distinguish between the two 

exponentiallyy decaying functions if the noise level is very high or the time shift 

parameterr is large or small. 

2)) A small or a large time shift can result in ki estimates which are negative. Negative 

reactionn rate constants are physically meaningless. 

3)) A time shift of roughly 30 or 40 spectra gives the best results. This gives the best 

precisionn for the k\ estimates and a compromise in precision for the ki estimates. 

4)) A time shift of 30 spectra is the only situation where for all eight repeated 

individuall  batch processes k\ * kj and kj > 0 hold. For these reasons a time shift of 

300 spectra is used for dataset 1 in the remainder of this Chapter. 

Tablee 12. The mean estimated reaction rate constants and the individual standard deviations 
(STD's)) for eight repeated individual batch processes using GRAM and different time shifts. The 
valuess between parentheses indicate how many estimations result in A, = k2 or k2 < 0. These values 
aree left out for calculating the mean estimated reaction rate constants. 

Timee Shift 

10(3) ) 

20(1) ) 

30(0) ) 

40(1) ) 

50( t) ) 

60(2) ) 

70(4) ) 

80(4) ) 

90(2) ) 

100(3) ) 

Meann k\ 

(min"!) ) 

0.25 5 

0.28 8 

0.28 8 

0.26 6 

0.25 5 

0.24 4 

0.27 7 

0.26 6 

0.29 9 

0.31 1 

STDA-! ! 

(min"') ) 

0.05 5 

0.02 2 

0.03 3 

0.02 2 

0.02 2 

0.02 2 

0.03 3 

0.04 4 

0.08 8 

0.10 0 

Meann ki 

(min"1) ) 

0.09 9 

0.10 0 

0.10 0 

0.10 0 

0.11 1 

0.09 9 

0.07 7 

0.09 9 

0.12 2 

0.14 4 

STD*2 2 

(min"') ) 

0.04 4 

0.07 7 

0.06 6 

0.05 5 

0.05 5 

0.03 3 

0.02 2 

0.05 5 

0.02 2 

0.05 5 
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Thee obtained precision of reaction rate constant estimates has been used as a 

criterionn to select the best value for the time shift. However, it is important to realize 

thatt it cannot be checked if biased reaction rate constant estimates have been obtained 

forr a chosen time shift. 

Estimationn of the upper error bound 

Thee individual reaction rate constant estimates for each repeated individual batch 

processs and the mean batch process of dataset 1 are listed in Table 13 for a time shift 

off  30 spectra. The mean batch process has been obtained by averaging the eight 

repeatedd individual batch processes of dataset 1. GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR have 

beenn both used. The individual standard deviations represent the upper error bound. 

Thiss is the worst case, because both experimental errors and instrumental noise are 

involved.. Hence, there is no averaging effect. 

Tablee 13. The individual reaction rate constant estimates for eight repeated individual batch 

processess and the mean batch process using GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR (values between 

parentheses). . 

Numberr batch run 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

Meann batch process 

Estimatedd k\ (min' ) 

0.288 (0.25) 

0.333 (0.29) 

0.288 (0.28) 

0.29(0.19) ) 

0.266 (0.23) 

0.299 (0.27) 

0.288 (0.28) 

0.22(0.18) ) 

jfc,, -0 .28, STD = 0.03 

(it,, =0.25, STD = 0.04) 

0.28(0.27) ) 

Estimatedd kj (min"1) 

0.111 (0.10) 

0.088 (0.08) 

0.088 (0.08) 

0.17(0.12) ) 

0.14(0.13) ) 

0.011 (0.01) 

0.066 (0.06) 

0.18(0.15) ) 

kk22 =0.10,STD = 0.06 

(* ,, =0.09, STD = 0.04) 

0.077 (0.07) 

Fromm Table 13 the following can be observed: 

1)) If the individual standard deviations are considered, the precision of the ki 

estimatess is better if GRAM-LM-PAR is used instead of GRAM. 

2)) The precision of the k  ̂estimates is poorer than the precision of thee k\ estimates 

causedd by the dominance o\"k\ and the high noise level present in the experimental 

data. . 
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3)) The GRAM estimates are nearly always higher for both reaction rate constants 

comparedd to the GRAM-LM-PAR estimates. 

Thee precision of reaction rate constant estimates is improved using LM-PAR 

stepss after the GRAM solution obtained, because the LM-PAR part is a least squares 

algorithmm and GRAM is not a least squares algorithm. From the literature,1 it is 

knownn that the application of GRAM can lead to biased estimates and a possible 

methodd to correct for the obtained biased estimates has been proposed. There 

appearedd to be a big difference in speed between GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR: 

GRAMM only took a few seconds, whereas GRAM-LM-PAR took a few hours. 

Estimationn of the lower error bound 

Thee jackknife based procedure described in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4 has been used to 

estimatee the lower error bound. The jackknife interval has been chosen equal to 26. 

Thiss resulted in ten jackknife estimations for k\ and ki for the mean batch process of 

datasett 1. The jackknife procedure has been applied using both algorithms. The time 

shiftt was again equal to 30 spectra. The mean estimated kinetic parameters based on 

tenn jackknife estimations and the corresponding individual standard deviations (lower 

errorr bounds) obtained with both algorithms are listed in Table 14. The lower error 

boundss represent mainly instrumental noise. From Table 14, it is observed that the use 

off  GRAM-LM-PAR leads to a decrease of the influence of instrumental noise for the 

k\k\ estimates. 

Tablee 14. The results from the jackknife procedure of the mean batch process using GRAM and 
GRAM-LM-PARR (values between parentheses). 

Meann k\ (min" ) 

0.28 8 

(0.27) ) 

STD£ii  (min"1) 

2.00-10-3 3 

(1.10-10*3) ) 

Meann ki (min' ) 

0.07 7 

(0.07) ) 

STD^tmin"1) ) 

1.60-10'3 3 

(1.50-10"3) ) 

Summaryy results 

GRAM-LM-PARR performs better than GRAM. Simulations and experimental data 

showedd that both algorithms can deal with a large spectral overlap. From experimental 

data,, the optimal time shift appears to be roughly 30 or 40 spectra. Experimental data 

showed,, that if the timee shift is small or large k\ and ki estimates can be equal. 

Simulationss showed that these estimates can also be equal if the noise level is 

increased,, because probably no distinction can be made between the two exponentially 

decayingg functions. This problem can easily be detected, because if k\ equals ki the 
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firstt two columns of the C-matrix (loading matrix obtained by solving a GEP) are 

identical.. If the upper error bound is considered and the performance of 

GRAM-LM-PARR is compared to the performance of GRAM, the precision of the k% 

estimatess is the best if GRAM-LM-PAR is used. The GRAM estimates are always 

higherr than the GRAM-LM-PAR estimates. For the lower error bound the precision of 

thee k\ estimates is approximately a factor two better using GRAM-LM-PAR instead of 

GRAM.. Despite the fact that the precision of reaction rate constant estimates is poorer 

iff  GRAM is used instead of GRAM-LM-PAR, GRAM is very powerful if rapid 

estimatess of reaction rate constants are necessary. 

7.2.44 Conclusions 

Inn this Section, GRAM has been used in order to estimate reaction rate constants from 

on-linee SW-NIR measurements (dataset 1) of a reacting system. The interpretation is 

veryy easy. The third factor matrix of the three-way array, C, gives the reaction rate 

constants.. GRAM-LM-PAR can be used if precise estimates of reaction rate constants 

aree desirable. GRAM can be used to obtain rough estimations of reaction rate 

constantss very fast. Simulations showed that both algorithms can deal with a strong 

spectrall  overlap. If the noise level is increased the reaction rate constants estimates 

cann become equal for a simulated dataset. From the simulations it can be concluded, 

thatt GRAM-LM-PAR always leads to more precise estimates of reaction rate 

constantss compared to GRAM, because the LM-PAR part of GRAM-LM-PAR is a 

leastt squares algorithm. 

Thee results obtained from dataset 1 showed a small difference between GRAM 

andd GRAM-LM-PAR, but GRAM-LM-PAR always leads to more precise estimates 

forr the reaction rate constants compared to GRAM. The optimal time shift appeared to 

bee roughly 30 or 40 spectra in this case. If the time shift parameter is large or small the 

reactionn rate constant estimates can become equal and a poor precision of reaction rate 

constantt estimates is obtained. Probably, it is very hard to distinguish between 

exponentiallyy decaying functions for these choices of the time shift parameter. Upper 

andd lower error bounds have been estimated also for quality assessment. 

GRAMM is a very powerful method for estimating reaction rate constants very 

fast.. The speed of the algorithm is known in advance, because of its non-iterative 

nature.. GRAM can be used if rough estimates of kinetic parameters are desirable, for 

instancee if (batch) processes are monitored. GRAM-LM-PAR is in this case not very 

convenientt to use because of the time consuming iterations. In case of 

GRAM-LM-PARR the speed of the algorithm is not known in advance. If the batch 

timee is elapsed GRAM-LM-PAR can be used to estimate kinetic parameters precisely. 

Sincee many measurements are based on exponential functions, GRAM and 
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GRAM-LM-PARR can have many applications in chemistry. 

7.33 UV-Vis data 

7.3.7.3. ] Introduction 

Inn this Section, GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR are applied in order to estimate reaction 

ratee constants from the UV-Vis measurements of dataset 2, described in Section 5.3 of 

Chapterr 5. The choice of the time shift parameter has been investigated. The pure 

spectraa of the reacting absorbing species are estimated very easily, without 

complicatedd procedures, and compared to their measured pure spectra. If species are 

unknown,, spectrum library search methods can be used to identify the estimated pure 

spectraa of these unknown species. Quality assessment of the estimated reaction rate 

constantss has been performed using a jackknife based method, described in 

Sectionn 4.3 of Chapter 4. 

7.3.22 Results and discussion 

EFFECTT OF THE TIME SHIFT ON REACTION RATE CONSTANT ESTIMATES 

Inn order to investigate the effect of different time shifts, the kinetic parameters have 

beenn estimated for the ten repeated individual batch processes of dataset 2 using 

GRAMM for different time shifts. The results are listed in Table 15. The values of the 

columnn with constants added to X were equal to 100000. These values will dominate 

comparedd to the absorbances differences in time of the UV-Vis spectra (see Figure 14, 

Sectionn 5.3.3, Chapter 5). From Table 15 the following can be observed: 

1)) A small time shift results in a poor precision for both k\ and ki estimates. 

2)) A large time shift results in a poor precision for the k\ estimates and a good 

precisionn for the k  ̂estimates. 

3)) A time shift of 30 spectra is a compromise, because this gives the best precision for 

k\k\ estimates and a compromise in precision for the £2 estimates. For this reason a 

timee shift of 30 spectra is used for dataset 2 in the remainder of this Chapter. 

Ann important remark is the computation time of reaction rate constants using GRAM 

orr GRAM-LM-PAR. In this case GRAM takes only a few seconds, but 

GRAM-LM-PARR takes a few hours to perform the necessary iterations, approximately 

4000-5000.. Hence. GRAM is very fast. The aspects mentioned concerning the 

computationn time were also observed for the SW-NIR dataset investigated in 

Sectionn 7.2 of this Chapter. 
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Tablee 15. The mean estimated reaction rate constants and the individual standard deviations 
(STD's)) obtained using GRAM for different time shifts. 

Timee Shift 

1 1 

2 2 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

20 0 

30 0 

40 0 

50 0 

60 0 

70 0 

80 0 

Meann k\ 

(min"!) ) 

0.3129 9 

0.3083 3 

0.3062 2 

0.3052 2 

0.3050 0 

0.3048 8 

0.3047 7 

0.3046 6 

0.3047 7 

0.3047 7 

0.3052 2 

0.3040 0 

0.3019 9 

0.3006 6 

0.2995 5 

0.2971 1 

0.2945 5 

STD*! ! 

(min-1) ) 

0.0239 9 

0.0159 9 

0.0129 9 

0.0112 2 

0.0104 4 

0.0098 8 

0.0094 4 

0.0091 1 

0.0089 9 

0.0087 7 

0.0083 3 

0.0083 3 

0.0091 1 

0.0093 3 

0.0099 9 

0.0096 6 

0.0096 6 

Meann ki 

(min-1) ) 

0.0267 7 

0.0280 0 

0.0287 7 

0.0290 0 

0.0291 1 

0.0291 1 

0.0291 1 

0.0291 1 

0.0291 1 

0.0291 1 

0.0286 6 

0.0284 4 

0.0282 2 

0.0280 0 

0.0280 0 

0.0279 9 

0.0279 9 

STD*2 2 

(min"') ) 

0.0075 5 

0.0048 8 

0.0036 6 

0.0028 8 

0.0023 3 

0.0020 0 

0.0018 8 

0.0017 7 

0.0015 5 

0.0015 5 

0.0011 1 

0.0010 0 

0.0010 0 

0.0009 9 

0.0008 8 

0.0008 8 

0.0008 8 

ESTIMATIONN OF THE UPPER ERROR BOUND 

Thee individual estimates of the kinetic parameters for each repeated individual batch 

processs and the mean batch process of dataset 2 are listed in Table 16 for a time shift 

off  30 spectra. The mean batch process has been obtained by averaging ten repeated 

individuall  batch process runs of dataset 2. The individual standard deviations 

representt the upper error bound. From Table 16 the following can be observed: 

1)) If the individual standard deviations are considered, there is no improvement in the 

precisionn of reaction rate constant estimates if GRAM-LM-PAR is used instead of 

GRAM.. Both methods perform approximately the same. The mean value for k\ is 

higherr for GRAM-LM-PAR compared to GRAM. For the ki estimates the opposite 

iss valid. Because there is a correlation between the two reaction rate constants, 

higherr k\ values tend to occur with lower ki values. 

2)) The precision of the k\ estimates is poorer than the precision of the ki estimates. 
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Tablee 16. The individual reaction rate constant estimates using GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR 

(valuess between parentheses). 

Numberr batch run 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

GRAM: : 

LM-PAR: : 

Meann batch run 

Estimatedd k\ (min"') 

0.3006(0.3106) ) 

0.3009(0.3117) ) 

0.3040(0.3117) ) 

0.3137(0.3192) ) 

0.30699 (0.3093) 

0.29322 (0.3070) 

0.29855 (0.3230) 

0.3180(0.3244) ) 

0.3109(0.3304) ) 

0.29366 (0.3002) 

k,k, = 0.3040, STD = 0.0083 

Jt,, -0.3147, STD-0.0092 

0.3038(0.3146) ) 

Estimatedd ki (min" ) 

0.02877 (0.0263) 

0.0288(0.0261) ) 

0.02855 (0.0264) 

0.02800 (0.0262) 

0.02655 (0.0263) 

0.02988 (0.0262) 

0.02977 (0.0246) 

0.02755 (0.0260) 

0.02777 (0.0232) 

0.02855 (0.0265) 

kk22 =0.0284, STD = 0.0010 

kk22 =0.0258, STD = 0.0011 

0.02844 (0.0258) 

Forr the reaction rate constant estimates of the mean batch process run of 

datasett 2 obtained with both GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR the relative fit error has 

beenn estimated as described in Section 3.6 of Chapter 3. The relative fit error is 

1.9-10"33 for GRAM and 2.8-10"4 for GRAM-LM-PAR, indicating that the reaction 

modell  proposed fits very well. The relative fit  error is reduced if GRAM-LM-PAR is 

usedd instead of GRAM. Despite the larger relative fit  error for GRAM compared to 

GRAM-LM-PAR,, GRAM can be used to estimate reaction rate constants very fast. 

ESTIMATIONN OF THE LOWER ERROR BOUND 

Thee jackknife based procedure has been applied for both algorithms. The jackknife 

intervall  has been chosen equal to 25. Finally, this resulted in ten jackknife estimates 

forr k\ and k2 for the mean batch process run of dataset 2. The time shift was again 

equall  to 30 spectra. The mean estimated kinetic parameters based on ten jackknife 

estimationss and the corresponding standard deviations (lower error bounds) obtained 

withh both algorithms are listed in Tabic 17. From this table it is obvious that the use of 

GRAM-LM-PARR leads to a decrease of the influence of instrumental noise for both k\ 

andd ki estimates. 
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Tablee 17. The results from the jaekknife procedure of the mean batch process run using GRAM 

andd GRAM-LM-PAR (values between parentheses). 

Meann k\ (min" ) 

0.3037 7 

(0.3146) ) 

S'l'DD A-, (min"1) 

1.5425-10"4 4 

(9.8398-10"5) ) 

Meann k\ (min"1) 

0.0284 4 

(0.0258) ) 

SS I ' D ^ (min"1) 

4.1912-10° ° 

(1.0852-10"5) ) 

PUREE SPECTRA ESTIMATES 

Forr the k\ and k2 estimates for both algorithms for the mean batch process run, the 

puree spectra of the reacting absorbing species have been estimated by means of 

reconstructingg the concentration profiles (matrix F) and applying a non-negative least 

squaress step using F and X. Figure 27 shows difference spectra for the reactant and 

productt using the GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR results for reconstructing the 

concentrationn profiles. The difference spectra have been obtained by subtracting the 

estimatedd pure spectrum from the measured pure spectrum. From Figure 27 it is 

obvious,, that GRAM-LM-PAR estimates for the reaction rate constants lead to pure 

spectraa estimates which are closer to the measured pure spectra compared to GRAM 

results.. This is caused by the fact that the LM-PAR part of GRAM-LM-PAR is a least 

squaress algorithm, whereas GRAM is not a least squares algorithm. 
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Figuree 27. Difference spectra; reactant using GRAM (A), reactant using GRAM-LM-PAR (B), 

productt using GRAM (C) and product using GRAM-LM-PAR (D). 
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SUMMARYY RESULTS 

AA time shift of 30 spectra appeared to give the best precision for the k\ estimates and a 

compromisee in precision for the ki estimates if GRAM was used. For all the different 

batchh process runs the reaction rate constants have been obtained both with GRAM 

andd GRAM-LM-PAR for this time shift of 30 spectra. The obtained precision for the 

reactionn rate constant estimates showed that there is hardly a difference in 

performancee between GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR. This is probably caused by the 

factt that the signal to noise ratio of the dataset is excellent and the absorbance 

differencess in time are very large. For the mean batch process run the reaction rate 

constantss have been estimated using both algorithms. The relative fit  errors are 

1.9-10"33 and 2.8-ltT4 for GRAM and GRAM-LM-PAR, respectively. These values 

indicatee that the kinetic model proposed fitted the best using GRAM-LM-PAR. 

However,, the fit  error value for GRAM is still acceptable. The jackknife procedure 

showedd that the influence of the instrumental noise on the precision of both reaction 

ratee constant estimates is smaller using GRAM-LM-PAR compared to GRAM. 

Finally,, the pure spectra have been estimated for the GRAM-LM-PAR and 

GRAMM results. The pure spectra of reactant and product showed a very' good 

agreementt with the measured pure spectra. The difference between the estimated pure 

spectraa and the measured pure spectra is smaller for reaction rate constants which 

havee been obtained by GRAM-LM-PAR compared to the GRAM results. 

7.3.37.3.3 Conclusions 

Inn this Section, it is shown that GRAM can be used as a very fast non-iterative 

algorithmm in order to estimate reaction rate constants from the UV-Vis spectra of 

datasett 2. The precision of the reaction rate constant estimates is comparable to the 

precisionn obtained with GRAM-LM-PAR. However, GRAM gives a larger fit  error. 

GRAM-LM-PARR can be used in situations where an accurate estimate of reaction rate 

constantss is desirable and there is enough time available to perform the tedious 

iterationss (approximately 4000-5000) which characterizes the GRAM-LM-PAR 

algorithm.. A time shift of 30 spectra appeared to be optimal for this application. This 

hass to be established in practice again for other kinetic model systems. 

Iff  the pure spectra estimates of the reacting absorbing species involved in the 

reactionn model are compared with the measured pure spectra the difference is very 

small.. GRAM-LM-PAR gives better pure spectra estimates compared lo GRAM. 
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7.44 General conclusions 
Fromm the results described in this Chapter obtained with dataset 1 and dataset 2, some 

generall  conclusions can be formulated: 

1)) For noisy datasets (dataset 1 in this case) GRAM-LM-PAR leads to a better 

precisionn of reaction rate constant estimates compared to GRAM, because the 

LM-PARR part is a least squares algorithm. 

2)) For datasets with an excellent signal to noise ratio and large absorbance differences 

inn time (dataset 2 in this case) GRAM-LM-PAR and GRAM perform the same 

withh respect to the precision of reaction rate constant estimates. Hence, if the noise 

levell  of the data is low a least squares algorithm will hardly improve the precision 

off  parameter estimates. However, a lower fit  error is obtained for 

GRAM-LM-PAR. . 
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